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Abstract: Petroleum products are the present most available wellsprings of vitality. Anyway 
because of their constrained assets and ozone harming substance emanation, the 
utilization of sustainable power sources is being revaluated. Considering the impediments 
of sustainable power sources, for example, low productivity and high creation cost, master 
and specialists around the globe are developing and probing increasingly effective and 
more affordable types of gear. One of the most widely recognized sustainable power 
sources that have been read for quite a long time is sun oriented vitality. One of the 
techniques to diminish family unit vitality utilization is to utilize sun powered cookers. It 
very well may be most helpful for cooking and heating in towns of radiant creating 
nations. Low productivity and sunshine just usefulness are a portion of the constraints of 
sunlight based cookers. Utilizing a sun based tracker will expand effectiveness, particularly 
at the early mornings and late evenings. In this paper, the standards of plan and 
development of another and effective sun powered cooker have been displayed and the test 
outcomes have been depicted. 

Index Terms: Sun Tracker, Solar Energy and Solar Cooker. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Creating nations are looked with the issue of non-renewable energy source lack, because of a 
lot of utilization in these nations. To take care of this issue, the utilization of sustainable 
power source with long haul goals is exhorted. In a portion of these nations, the vitality 
utilized for residential purposes, for example, cooking, is for the most part given by basic 
methods like wood. For example in Sahel and Sudan the utilization of kindling surpasses the 
development pace of the woodlands. These locales lose about 5% of their backwoods 
consistently[1]. Utilizing wood for cooking builds the carbon dioxide in the air because of 
CO2 produced by consuming timber and less number of trees devouring it[2]–[4]. Thinking 
about the huge number of creating nations on the planet, and the measure of wood expended 
in the towns for cooking, this marvel, in long haul can negatively affect the earth. One 
approach to take care of this issue is to grow the utilization of sunlight based cookers in these 
territories. Doing as such can keep more trees from being cut for cooking purposes, and 
thusly, can lessen the measure of CO2 discharges[5], [6]. 

Regardless of numerous points of interest, there are a few downsides and handy bothers for 
broad utilization of sun based cookers in these regions. The most significant issue is that, 
cooking time is expanded when a sun based cooker is utilized. One reason of this issue is that 
sun changes its situation with rakish speed of fifteen degrees for every hour. This prompts a 
sensational change in sun oriented cookers' effectiveness because of progress in center, which 
prompts vitality misfortune. In this investigation, to tackle this issue, a sunlight based tracker 
is utilized[7]–[9]. The tracker, changes the sunlight based cooker's situation regarding sun's 
position, so cooker is continually confronting the sun and working at maximums 
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effectiveness. The sun oriented cooker built in this examination, comprises of five sections: 
Radial Reflector Plate, Body and Legs, Solar Tracker, Electric motor and a Photovoltaic 
board. In this examination, a sun oriented cooker with a sun following framework is 
developed, a few tests are led and the outcomes are delineated. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Subsequent to building legs and reflector plate, an essential test was led to assess the cooker's 
productivity. Results demonstrated that reflector plate was not precise enough. In this way, 
cooker was deconstructed and more legs were added to build the reflector plate's precision. 
Sun powered cooker was tried in mid-November, with greatest breeze speed of 4m/s. Two 
strategies were utilized for testing the sun powered cooker: three trials were led from tenth to 
twelfth of November with sun oriented tracker and another three tests were done from 
thirteenth to fifteenth of [10]November with no following framework. Due to time restriction 
sun powered cooker was not tried with manual tracker. The utilization of manual tracker will 
be tried later on paper. The principle purpose behind utilizing two unique strategies for 
testing was to show the effect that a robotized sun oriented tracker can have on the 
proficiency of the gadget. In the two tests, 0.5 kg of water was warmed to arrive at the [6], 
[11], [12]temperature of 90 degrees Celsius. When testing sunlight based cooker with sun 
oriented tracker, sun based cooker was put with explicit point to have most extreme 
proficiency at around 11:49 pm (nearby sun based early afternoon), like clockwork, the 
nourishment compartment was physically supplanted with another containing 0.5kg of virus 
water. The purpose behind changing the nourishment compartment totally rather than simply 
changing the water was that sustenance holder's temperature must be same as water's 
temperature toward the start of each test. At last, cooking force was plotted against time[13]–
[18]. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The outcomes demonstrate that sun based tracker can greatly affect cooker's effectiveness by 
decreasing vitality misfortune. It ought to be referenced that the power that is transmitted to 
water is profoundly touchy to the breeze speed. As indicated by Nusselt number is an element 
of Reynolds number, hence an expansion in wind speed brings about an expansion of 
Reynolds number, which builds the Nusselt number and convection warmth move 
coefficient. Subodh Kumar has led and test on deciding the warmth misfortune for allegorical 
sun powered cookers. The tracker framework utilized for this sun powered cooker is intended 
to limit the impact of torques applied on the framework by cooker and sustenance holder. 
This exceptional plan empowers the gadget to utilize its very own load to modify its position, 
hence, a little engine and Photovoltaic board can be utilized. By utilizing the referenced 
strategy, development expenses can be diminished. Sun based cookers have little support and 
running expense because of the utilization of sun based vitality for cooking, and in this way 
they can be utilized in remote towns in creating nations, paying little mind to their financial 
condition. By utilizing this straightforward yet compelling sun oriented tracker, this gadget 
has the ability to be utilized economically sooner rather than later. 
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